Tabu Variable Neighborhood Search for Designing DNA Barcodes.
A large number of Bio-data from multi-individual samples could be obtained by massively parallel sequencing that is a famous and efficient sequencing method. The sequences labeled with barcodes (or tags) could prevent them from being unrecoverable or confused during sequencing, replication, and oligonucleotide synthesis. In this work, according to the characteristics of designing DNA barcodes, we structure a tabu variable neighborhood search to design DNA barcodes sets. In our algorithm, the sequence or sequences with maximum sum of Edit distance is used as the seed to structure the neighborhood structures of VNS. The exhaustive search is adopted to complete local search built from the seed. The algorithm switches different neighborhoods built from different seeds. Comparing with previous works, the proposed algorithm is effective on designing DNA barcodes sets and improving the lower bound of DNA barcodes sets.